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Bakunin In Italia Dal 1864
In 1864, a man called John Lewis opened a draper’s shop on Oxford Street. In 1905, he bought the department store Peter Jones. Since then, the
brand has grown to be shorthand for certain qualities – ...
John Lewis nightmare? What Boris Johnson has rejected is my idea of luxury
We present the study of a composite, yet continuous sedimentary succession covering the time interval spanning 2.6–0.36 Ma in the intramontane
basin of Anagni (central Italy) through a ...
Environmental evolution, faunal and human occupation since 2 Ma in the Anagni basin, central Italy
The first translation, produced by a team of eight scholars, of the Declamations and Preliminary Talks of the sixth-century sophist Choricius of Gaza.
Declamations, deliberative or judicial orations ...
Rhetorical Exercises from Late Antiquity
Story continues Hernández, born on Oct. 26, 1864, was convinced that science was one of the main ways to get the country out of misery. He
founded two research institutions and several classes at the ...
Venezuela's beloved 'Doctor of the Poor' to be beatified
W. Dean Sutcliffe investigates one of the greatest yet least understood repertories of Western keyboard music: the 555 keyboard sonatas of
Domenico Scarlatti. Scarlatti occupies a position of solitary ...
The Keyboard Sonatas of Domenico Scarlatti and Eighteenth-Century Musical Style
Built in 1864, there's plenty of history but this chic hotel is as stylish as they get. Bowler-hatted doormen will welcome you, while a grand staircase
spirals through seven floors of plush rooms ...
Save on your first staycation after lockdown with Red's exclusive hotel offers
TATTNALL COUNTY, Ga. (WTOC) - An Easter tradition in Tattnall County will go on Saturday. A community egg hunt that has been happening more
than 40 years will take place, with some changes ...
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